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ISSUE 24: Bulletin of DMU UCU Organising Committee: Supplement 12 April 2022 

 

 
 

DMU’S FINANCES: AN ANALYSIS 
 

UCU Review 

DMU UCU, with support from our Regional Office, has conducted a thorough review of 
DMU’s financial position. The results do not support the University’s rationale for cuts and 
reductions in staffing, and call into question the need to introduce Block teaching.  

While our courses are run on a shoestring, research budgets are slashed, and exhausted 
staff struggle to support our students, Executive Managers at DMU are building up a surplus 
worth millions. The headline points from our in-depth survey are set out below. 

Summary 

A ‘cash-rich’ University and the E2030 smokescreen 

1. There is no urgent financial need driving the Education 2030 strategy. De Montfort 
University is cash-rich and is well able to deal with any deficits that might have arisen in 
2020/21, or that might arise in the current year.  

 

2. Millions In Investments  

DMU held nearly £70million in short-term investments at 31 July 2020 and a further 
£54million in cash. At £123million its liquidity position was such that it could cover over 
five months of average expenditure even allowing for £30million required by the Office for 
Students to be set aside towards covering the £90million bond (this needs to be repaid by 
2042).  
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Through more recent statements provided to UCU, it looks like the cash position is still 
strong, especially now the University has directed some short-term cash holdings into 
longer-term investments. There are now nearly £29m worth of "market securities”, and 
the "gain on investments" in the latest figures shows £1.8m for 2020/21. 
 
NB The University has a Capital Redemption provision of £3m, which is the £3m being 
put aside each year to satisfy OfS requirements. This is basically an annualised cost of 
the £90m that will have to be paid in 2042, which is not, at this stage, a cost. 
 

NB Total Finance charges of £4.3m are not clearly set out, but we assume that this 
refers to bond interest (£4.838m) netted against interest income (£500m), to give 
£4.3m. 

 
 

Cash in Reserve 

3. £60m would be a "prudent" cash balance for DMU, yet it retains nearly TWICE THIS 
AMOUNT. This £60m is enough for managing daily activities and enough for a liquid reserve 
in case of emergencies or shocks (c. £20m is the minimum level stipulated by OfS - i.e. the 
bare minimum for managing cash flows in and out of a university). Since DMU has more 
than £115m in "current" investments, this means that £55m+ is available from this 
source, with another c. £30m invested in "market securities". This represents about £85m+ 
of available cash that can be put towards any new capital plans. 
 

NB this does not count the £40m in short-term deposits as we'll treat that as ear-marked 
for bond repayment. 

 
Minting It! 

 
4. Our analysis of net cash flow from operations demonstrated that despite the deficit 
on income/expenditure, the cash generated was still over £35m. Factoring out changes in 
creditors (c. £13m, where people have paid for a service they have not yet received), and 
adding back in the annual finance "costs" of £7-8m, this produces an overall sum that 
represents something over £15m of cash generation.  
 
5. If DMU can generate this kind of cash, then it should be able to finance its current 
plans WITHOUT RESORTING to harmful cuts in courses, research and staffing. 
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No Business Case for E2030! 
 
6. This level of cash gives DMU plenty of options. We have not seen the business case for 
Education 2030, which is highly unusual for such a significant institutional innovation 
project. Education 2030 appears to be based on a combination of the following: 

 
a. A desire to address issues around league table position and benchmarked scores on   

NSS and retention. NB The evidence on whether it will achieve this is currently non-
existent. 

b. Recent difficulties in recruitment during the pandemic. 
c. An opportunistic reading of the current intimations coming from Whitehall and  

Westminster about the likely movement of English HE policy, towards flexible 
delivery and consumption of technical and sub-degree courses. DMU appears to 
want to get ahead of a rather dodgy game. 

d. Apparent worries about potential exposure on changes to undergraduate funding for  
classroom subjects ('Band D' subjects) and creative arts subjects (new Band C3), 
which will see reduced resourcing. However, recent Government statements have 
reduced this possibility, although the value of the student fee is being eroded by 
inflation. 

 
Management insistence on the urgency of the move to block teaching and sub-degree 
courses, is more indicative of a desire to gain ‘early mover advantage’, than a genuine 
response to a financial imperative. However, DMU is very heavily dependent on tuition 
fee income (87% came from that source in 2019/20), so a focus on recruitment and 
retention is understandable, as are attempts to diversify income sources. 

 
From documents supplied to the DMU UCU committee, which we would expect to 
receive as part of normal bargaining, Capital Development plans come to c. £120m over 
the next five years, with over half of that coming in 2023/24 and 2024/25. Capital 
Development does not seem to include the recruitment and development of the only 

resource that makes a University viable – dedicated staff. 

Of course, management may feel that their "business model" isn't generating enough cash 
to finance capital development plans, but we are concerned that the recent set of poor 
decisions - a freeze on promotions, the Block debacle created by Education 2030, research 
cuts, and voluntary severance – were not required at all. Existing internal sources, the 
longer-term market investments, and the millions in spare cash, actually give us more time 
to plan for more sensible options than the underfunded sideshow that is E2030. 

MAY DAY 2022! 
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